
Scapegoating 101

One year as our instructional team met to review disciplinary concerns, a particular 
student’s name – the name of a girl who had already been the frequent subject of discussion that 
year – headed our list.  It was clear that, as a young lady decisively filled with the immovable 
clarity of youth?  This unhappy student felt it her thirteen-year-old duty to expose, through use of 
an impressively vivid language, the general ineptitude and inadequacy of:

Well, by and large, pretty much everyone.  
At least anyone who happened to be standing in her vicinity.
This young lady’s ability to avoid work, act out, and assertively place blame onto others 

was, as our semester progressed, becoming legendary.  Only a few days earlier, a teacher on our 
team now explained, she had sent this particular student to the dean as a consequence for a 
confrontation where – in passing – the girl had declaratively referred to her teacher as a fucking 
bitch.  To follow up, the dean had asked the young lady to write a letter of apology.  Now written 
and received, the apology was passed from person to person at our table.

“I apologize for my behavior,” the letter started out well.  “It was not acceptable.  I am 
sorry that I disrupted the class.  You are a good teacher and I should not call you names.”  
Optimistically, the girl had then printed the word sincerely and signed her name.  	
Scrawled 
across the bottom of the page, however?

Was a briefly telling postscript.
“PS.  I wouldn’t have to apologize if you didn’t act like a fucking bitch.”
Ah; such a simple explanation.  Oh, the so many things in life that we wouldn’t have to 

do, if other people – ungrateful, uncooperative, selfishly independent people?
Didn’t make us do them.
Mirroring the logic adopted by this perpetually dissatisfied student, reform-mandated 

innovative recruits met privately.  Trained in top-down corporate fashion to believe that an 
intentional collaboration with lower-level personnel was wasted time, in a carefully protected 
and fully separated privacy they moved forward – producing, creating, and constructing; 
entertaining impulsive, shiny-penny ideas even as they rejected any need to share freshly 
generated intentions with anyone on the staff before an abruptly ordered implementation.  When 
suddenly commanded “non-negotiable” plans failed, as repeatedly, humiliatingly and blatantly 
they so often did?   

Administrators defensively withdrew.
Into further private meetings.  
In a clandestine, closed-door intimacy, they licked their wounds and, in the only truly 

collaborative action encouraged by their top-down superiors?  Assertively they avoided 
responsibility.  Collectively they looked for, and magically always found, problem-causing 
individuals to blame.  

Hardest to watch; hardest to take?  
Although heartbreakingly, in years of an über-modern compassion, it occurred repeatedly.  

(Oh, but really now, wasn’t it such an efficient, and, within the privileged classes, already 
publicly promoted view?)  As the non-collaborative, belligerently implemented innovations fell 
apart; as defensively embarrassed reformers came face to face with yet additional failures – the 
immediately aggravated badmouthing of low-income, culturally-different students:

Commenced. 



The overt, negative pinpointing of frustratingly bad, low-scoring students – those 
decisively bad and endlessly problematic children; those uncooperative students who, as a direct 
result of a suddenly unexpected NCLB, had so quickly and conveniently been transformed into 
the defenseless guinea pigs of an experimental innovation; those most often culturally different, 
politically insignificant students forced to function within an escalating chaos; those lowest-
income and most socially defenseless students who couldn’t escape the invasive reforms any 
more than could the teachers who wished to protect them.  Those students who, when they acted 
out?  

Were such easily identified scapegoats.  
Children so quickly and impassively, and surely most rationally?
Blamed.  
Pointed to?  
As simply living up to low-income, culturally-different expectations.  
Of course; well, now really; who had presumed otherwise?   
These children were, didn’t we just say:  
Poor.  
And?
Well – culturally different.  
As everyone (well, everyone living an arms-length life inside the distant echelons of fully 

assimilated neighborhoods) already knew: These students, and, undoubtedly, by association their 
communities, their schools and their teachers – were bad.  After all, from the comfortable 
oblivion of carefully protected first-world-privileged enclaves,* concerned reformers and voting 
citizens watched television.  And television?  

Oh, surely big-media, big-money television:
Told them everything that they needed to know.  
Low-income communities were bad. 
Their schools were bad
Their students were bad.  
Their teachers were bad. 
And absolutely; oh my, yes, undoubtedly. 
Bad schools so unappealingly filled with a statistically proven and in über-modern days 

now relentlessly innovator-identified overabundance of bad children?  Surely depended upon the 
never-ending instigation of a cyclically implemented and forever realigning Big-Money-
subsidized reform.   

*As recent cell phone video has begun to trouble the nation, providing scenes of an ongoing racial abuse, one 
dominant-culture television personality – an older man who had managed to amass more than a little money along 
with his long years of fame – turned to a guest on his show and stated: But I thought racism had gone the way of 
polio.  Humorists have come to label this particular type of moment as “Columbusing” – that specific type of 
moment when wealthy, dominant-culture, I-live-in-my-own-privileged-world people “discover” what everybody else 
already knows.


